: SUNFLOWER ATTACHMENT

HELIANTHUS

FULL FIELD

PRODUCTIVITY

The Helianthus front attachment for sunflower harvesting adopts

The quality of this platform is guaranteed

a row-independent harvesting system: this means that its overall

by a stable, reliable and efficient worldwide

dimensions determine the harvesting width without having to worry

brand. HELIANTHUS, an ancient name for an

about row spacing, which can range from 40 cm to 75 cm.

innovative product!

THE REEL IS HEIGHT

AND SPEED ADJUSTABLE
The reel is hydraulically height adjustable

All drive shafts are made from steel alloy

from the cab of the combine harvester, to

and have undergone surface hardening

constantly conform to the height of the

to provide long life and wear resistance.

cut based on the different heights and

The whole cutting system comprises top-

varieties of sunflowers. Reel speed is also

quality components, as does the gearbox

hydraulically adjustable from within the

transmitting motion to the blade. The

cab (optional accessory) using a kit that

divider points are designed to drastically

allows you to conveniently synchronize

reduce crop losses and are made from

its speed at will based on the machine’s

wear-resistant steel.

forward speed. The auger’s drive is made

Nothing is left to chance, not even the

safe by a torque limiter that stops it being

paintwork: all CAPELLO products are

damaged in the event of jamming.

coated to the strictest ISO standards in
electrostatic powder coating systems and
pass the strictest testing.

The auger features one-piece
construction, ensuring perfect crop
flow into the feeder house.

The spoon-shaped divider points are
made from wear-resistant steel.

TECHNICAL DATA
CUTTING
WIDTH [m]

TOTAL
WIDTH [m]

WEIGHT
[kg]

HELIANTHUS 5700

5,7

6,3

1800

HELIANTHUS 7500

7,5

8,0

2400

HELIANTHUS 9400

9,4

9,9

2800

HELIANTHUS 12000

11,9

12,4

3500

Specifications are not binding and are subject to change without notice.
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